1. Overview
Net LineDancer (NetLD) provides Network Change and Configuration Management (NCCM) capabilities.

- Configuration management
  - Scalable 20,000+ devices
  - Scheduled and real time backup and restore
  - Historical configuration and change reports
  - Compliance rule engine
- Change management
  - Scheduled and on-demand network wide changes
  - Abstracted multi-vendor change deployment
- Inventory management
  - Scheduled and automatic discovery process
  - Network device IOS and HW module inventory
  - Device IOS upgrades
- Terminal proxy
  - One click SSH and telnet to any device

LiveAction and netLD System

The LiveAction server and netLD work together as a system.

- netLD can be installed using a separate installer either on the same machine as LiveAction server or another server.
• User accounts can be local and separate between LiveAction and netLD or use the same 
  Active Directory system for common accounts (only available on netLD 14.0 or higher) 
• netLD is accessed via the portal web UI on the LiveAction server with a separate login page to 
  netLD.

Licensing 
• NetLD is provided via subscription license separate from the LiveAction server license.
• The subscription license can be requested from LiveAction directly.

2. Installation Steps

The following is the windows installer steps for netLD. More detailed information and for 
Linux install, please refer to the netLD download webpage and user manual.

http://www.logicvein.com/download.html

Installing on server without Internet:

If the install server has no internet connection, please contact support@logicvein.com with 
the MAC Address of the install server. If there are multiple NIC, send the MAC for one of 
the connections that is plugged into the network and is active.

Installation:

1. Start the netLD installer and select the language.

![Installer Language](image)

2. Welcome screen in English should display

![Welcome Screen](image)

3. Agree to license
4. Location of install

5. Choose new activation

6. Enter email address to receive license key to activate. Response is automated so the email should be sent almost immediately.

7. Wait for email to enter into activation screen
8. Receive automated email with license key

9. Enter license key

10. Enter SSL information to generate secure connection capability.

11. Continue install
3. Setup and Administration

Setup

If netLD was installed on a server that is separate than LiveAction server, then the LiveAction server console properties need to be modified to specify the IP address in netlinedancer.ssl.host and netlinedancer.ssl.port to communicate to netLD to integrate into the LiveAction server web pages. Typically the port should remain 443 for SSL use.
License Setup

To update the license from evaluation to a subscription version, request a subscription license from LiveAction. LiveAction will then provide a license.enc file which will be copied to the netLD install directory under the folder osgi-config/security.

Once the license.enc file is placed in that directory, restart the netLD service for the license to take effect. NetLD can be restarted by clicking on the netLD icon in the windows task bar service on the server.

Administration

netLD is accessed from the LiveAction server portal via the “Configuration” link. Most browsers are compatible with netLD although Microsoft IE maybe issue some security certificate warnings.

Initial steps are listed below.

1. Click “Configuration” menu to bring up the netLD screen.

If netLD was not installed or cannot communicate to the netLD server, the page below will be shown with possible remedies shown.

www.liveaction.com
2. Login to netLD

When prompted, login with netLD credentials, initially it defaults to:
- Username: admin
- Password: password

3. Run startup wizard

This will run automatically on first login and go through steps needed to bring in devices and backup the configurations. The process will bring in devices and perform the device discovery.

4. Manual device add

Alternatively, devices can be added manually if the startup wizard was not utilized.

Manual add is done by providing a list of IP address of the devices to be added. LiveAction could be used to export the inventory list of IP address which are inserted into the excel template provided by netLD.

In the template, the exact Network and Adapter ID for each device has to be specified and will be validated by the template usually set to Default and Cisco IOS. The information can be filled down for large number of devices. The list can then be imported back into netLD.

![Template Image]

See section 9-1-2 of the netLD user manual on “Adding Devices Manually” for more information.

5. Setup additional user account
   a. If using active directory, then setup the AD settings, and the login will be identical for both systems. The permissions for users will need to be setup specifically in netLD to the authorized capabilities of that user in performing actions within netLD.
   b. If local user accounts are used on LiveAction and in netLD, then the users need to be created on the netLD side for single sign on to work. Otherwise they can be kept separate if needed.
   c. Add additional roles and access restrictions as needed, please see netLD manual.

6. Upgrading netLD

Upgrading netLD will be done using a separate netLD installer.
7. Accessing netLD
   
   a. netLD is accessible from the LiveAction web portal.
   b. A separate login step is required at this time into netLD.

4. Usage and Workflow

netLD can be used as a standalone NCCM capability but can be used in conjunction to compliment LiveAction capabilities.

- NCCM Capabilities
  - Setup daily backup of configurations
  - Setup syslog to netLD for config change notification
  - Restoration and comparison of configurations
  - Sending out CLI commands and templates adhoc or scheduled to large number of devices
  - Verify configuration settings and compliance

- Complimentary workflows with LiveAction
  - Scheduled QoS configuration changes
  - Large scale QoS device configuration changes requiring multiple actions
  - Customized auditing of QoS settings via graphical rule engine
  - ACL changes across large number of devices

4.1 How to share tag, group and site information

From netLD, you can export the inventory of all the devices into an excel file and use the LiveAction exported csv file information to populate information into the excel file and re-imported back into netLD for use in searching.

For example, for this particular set of routers, the inventory excel will be exported.

Select the devices and choose "Export inventory as ..." from the Inventory menu.
In the file there are 5 custom fields that can be used to map to sites, group and other tag information.

The file is then re-imported back into netLD.

Now those fields can be used for advanced searching to find devices including wildcard based searches. In this example find all WAN devices.

All sites that start with a “S”
You can also rename the title for Custom fields from the settings.

Now the custom fields show up as City, WAN and Region.

Use the device list setting button to bring in custom fields City, WAN and Region in to the table view.

4.2 How to change flow exporter settings to multiple devices

1. Select the devices that you want to use the "Command Runner..." tool.
2. Select ‘Change --> Command Runner’

3. Set the commands to run in Command Runner

   ```
   conf t
   flow exporter LIVEACTION-FLOWEXPORTER
   destination 172.17.101.141
   end
   write
   ```

4. Confirm execution

5. Verify Command Runner results: